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Forthcoming Events

National Poetry Day tea party!
Thurs 7th October     15:00-16:00
http://www.spl.org.uk/events/index.html#npdtea

Spoken word / performance: 'A night in the Gutter'
Thurs 7th October      20.00
http://www.nls.uk/events/index.html#october

A Promised Land 
Thurs 7th October           19:30
http://www.cityofliterature.com/whats-on-
results.aspx?sec=5&pid=23&item=2132

Anne Downie: Witches of Pollok
Thurs 7th October           18:00
http://www.cityofliterature.com/whats-on-
results.aspx?sec=5&pid=23&item=2149

CIIG Scotland visit to RMJM Library
Tues 12th October    12.30 – 13:00
contact Christine MacLeod C.Macleod@rmjm.com

School of Poets
Tues 12th October      19:00
http://www.spl.org.uk/for_poets/info_resources.html#d

Workshop: Beyond Google - An Introduction to Credo 
Reference and Oxford Reference Online
Thurs 14th October        14:00
http://www.nls.uk/events/index.html#Oct

SLIC/MMITS/SCURL/SALTCG Working in a digital 
age- the 10th anniversary e-books conference
Thurs 21st October      10:00 - 16:00 
http://www.slainte.org.uk/events/EvntShow.cfm?uEventID
=2507

Scots Beneath the Banyan Tree: Stories from Bengal
Sat 23rd October        14.30
http://www.nls.uk/events/index.html#Oct

Edinburgh Bibliographical Society Annual John 
Murray Archive Lecture
Tues 26th October     18.00
http://www.nls.uk/events/index.html#Oct

CILIPS Autumn Gathering
Wed 27th October      10:00 - 16:30 
http://www.slainte.org.uk/events/EvntShow.cfm?uEventID
=2527

Workshop: Getting Started at NLS
Thurs 4th November      18:00
http://www.nls.uk/events/index.html

Muriel Spark Society Annual Lecture: Meeting Muriel 
Spark
Fri 5th November    18.00
http://www.nls.uk/events/index.html

School of Poets
Tues 9th November    19:00
http://www.spl.org.uk/for_poets/info_resources.html#d

Workshop: Discovering Family History at NLS
Tues 9th November        14:00
http://www.nls.uk/events/index.html

SLIC AGM and Innovation and Development 
Showcase
Tues 16th Nov   10:00 - 16:00      Glasgow
http://www.slainte.org.uk/events/EvntShow.cfm?uEventID
=2509

Future Technology Now: the 5th annual SLIC 
Conference for Further Education library and 
information staff in Scotland
Thurs 18th Nov   10:00 - 16:00         Glasgow
http://www.slainte.org.uk/events/EvntShow.cfm?uEventID
=2510

ELISA Open Forum
Thurs Nov 25th
details to be confirmed
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RAISING THE PROFILE
NEW COLLEGE LIBRARY

What is New College Library?
New College Library is a site library of Edinburgh 
University Library, and provides academic library 
resources for undergraduates, postgraduates, 
researchers and academic staff within the School of 
Divinity at the University of Edinburgh. The School of 
Divinity comprises 30 academic staff, 
some 300 undergraduate students 
and about 160 graduate students from 
all over the world and with a variety of 
religious affiliations. New College 
Library also supports academic staff 
and students in other subject areas 
within Edinburgh University and 
external users, (such as ministers), 
seeking to use the library for their own 
research and professional 
development. Reference access for 
external users (including Special Collections access) is 
free on registration at the Helpdesk. Borrowing services 
are also available at a charge. 

New College Library history
New College Library began in 
1843, with the foundation of 
New College to train ministers 
for the newly established Free 
Church of Scotland. As the 
Library grew, it was forced to 
change premises, and it moved 
to its current accommodation in 
the former Free High Church 
building on the east of the New 
College quadrangle in 1936. Today the library collections 
comprise over 250,000 items, and New College Library is
the largest single purpose theological library in Scotland, 
and possibly the United Kingdom. The character of its 
user base has changed over the years. In 1843, the 
student body were destined to become ministers or 
missionaries, but in today’s student population, ministry 
candidates are in the minority and the 
majority of students are undertaking Religious 
Studies degrees covering all faiths and none. 
However New College Library remains at the 
intellectual heart of the Church of Scotland, 
never more obvious than at General 
Assembly time, when many ministers call in 
to consult the library.

Special Collections Projects 
In 2005 New College Library was delighted to 
receive the support of American alumnus Mr. 
Robert Funk, in the form of a donation of 
$1,000,000 to the School of Divinity over a 10 
year period. This donation was specifically 
gifted with the aim of benefiting the facilities 

for Special Collections at New College Library and 
safeguarding the future of these unique collections. 

Funk Donation Pamphlets Project 
New College Library’s pamphlet collection contains over 
30,000 items and is a unique and invaluable source of 
primary research material for Scottish theologians and 
historians alike. The Funk Donation Pamphlets 
Cataloguing Project began in 2009, and over 6000 items 
have been added to the online catalogue. Over 500 items 

have been notified to the English Short Title 
Catalogue (ESTC), and of these, 32 items 
have been identified as being, to the best of 
our knowledge, unique in the world. The Funk 
Donation has also allowed us to implement 
basic preservation measures such as boxing 
and tying with archival tape, and to purchase 
a museum grade book hoover to clean off 
dust and dirt. 
Currie, John, 1679-1765. Serious 
conferences anent separation, between an 
adherer to the Church of Scotland and a 

seceder. Edinburgh : Printed by Sands, Brymer, Murray 
and Cochran. Sold by said Alexander Brymer in the 
Parliament-close, Edinburgh … MDCXLI [1741]

Funk Donation Building and 
Security Projects
The Funk Donation has enabled us 
to raise the bar for Special 
Collections security at New College 
Library, with the installation of an 
additional security gate and a 
second safe for Special Collections 
items whilst in use in the Library. 
Together with the CCTV recently 
funded by the Church of Scotland 

and additional security improvements funded by the 
University and the School of Divinity we believe that we 
meet the security standards appropriate for Special 
Collections in the 21st century.
Our headline building project has been the Funk Donation 
Reading Room, which was officially opened in August 
when the donor, Mr Robert Funk was present.  This is a 
dedicated reading area for Special Collections, separated 

from the rest of the Library Hall by glass and 
oak panelling.. The Funk Donation allowed us 
to purchase oak panelled lockers and 
refurbished furniture carefully crafted to match 
the recently installed oak and leather panelled 
Library Helpdesk, which was jointly funded by 
Information Services and the Church of 
Scotland. A planned self issue machine and 
security gate in the adjacent Reserve Area 
should free library staff from some routine 
tasks and enable them to give appropriate 
time to Special Collections supervision.

Christine Love-Rodgers
New College Librarian

http://www.ed.ac.uk/is/new-college-library
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Visit to the Official Publications Unit
National Library of Scotland 

On 30th September 2010, a group of eight enjoyed a 
fascinating talk and tour of the National Library of 
Scotland’s Official Publications Unit, and other key 
features of the library’s services, and highlights of the 
Causewayside Building in Edinburgh.  
Fiona Laing, Official Publication Librarian, first made us 
all very welcome with offers of refreshments and then 
spent nearly a full hour giving us some fascinating facts 
about official publications, and also stressing the 
importance of how NLS staff promote and market the 
collection, and their information services.
With around two million items, the NLS has the largest 
collection of official publications in Scotland and its remit 
is to acquire, preserve and provide access. Official 
publications only covers those produced by central 
government and sponsored bodies, such as series like 
Bills, Hansards, Command papers, and reports including  
those on ‘Bloody Sunday’, and publications of bodies 
such as the national galleries, and museums.   The OPU 
also acts as a UN depository but most the publications 
are now electronic, and it includes publications from 
international organisations like FAO, OECD, WHO.  There 
is also a considerable amount of historical material from 
countries such as India, Pakistan, Australia, Canada and 
the USA. Local government publications are considered 
as part of the main collections.
The OPU is not a European depository as this is held by 
University of Edinburgh’s Law Library, but it does have a 
European reference collection, which includes statistical 
information, some in the form of items such as publicity 
cards, and T-shirts. In addition, the OPU receives some 
donations and also has a small purchase grant.
Nothing is destroyed – all the official publications 
collection is preserved!  Fiona explained that NLS 
received around 300,000 items a year, and the OPU 
received 30,000!!  The collection is closed access, in 
mobile shelving, in the lower levels of the Causewayside 
building.  Storage is in acid free boxes and the 
publications, formerly stored by government organisation, 
are now stored by size, as storage space is at a premium, 
and this has generated considerably more space.
Increasingly government publications are being produced 
in electronic-only format, and these publications are 
added to the integrated online catalogue, and NLS is 
involved in digitisation and archiving of electronic-only 
material.  However, this takes up server repository space, 
and there are also the issues of formats changing, 
software upgrading, and migration.  On the positive side 
NLS now has a memorandum of understanding with the 
Scottish Government to catalogue and archive all SG 
electronic material and this is provided via the publisher, 
directly to the NLS server.                                                        
How do the public get access to official publications?  
Fiona explained that although an enquiry service 
operated from NLS, George IV Bridge, specific enquiries 
on official publications are generally redirected to the 
OPU.  Information on official publications is also on the 

NLS website under the Collections heading but this is not 
as obvious as it might be.  OPU have set up a blog which 
gives details of news such as new publications they have 
acquired, and this is to promote interest and assist in 
marketing the collection.  Fiona said that the new NLS 
website would be launched in November 2010 so this 
should make navigation and access to information on 
official publications much easier. 
The OPU has ten staff, Fiona is in charge of serials, and 
other colleagues have specific roles – one deals with 
Parliamentary papers, another looks after the India 
Papers.  The India Papers are a very unique collection of 
the medical history of India from 1850 to 1920, and 
provide an excellent example of how their promotion and 
marketing has generated considerable interest and has 
raised the profile of official publications.  
Jan Usher, Head of the OPU spends a considerable 
amount of time now applying for external funding.  A first 
bid was made to the Wellcome Trust for £20,000 and this 
allowed funding for producing an online catalogue and 
digitisation of 40 volumes.  These deal with 
communicable diseases and full text access is available 
free of charge.  The next stage will be to work on areas 
dealing with Army health, veterinary medicine, and lunatic 
systems.  In total £200,000 has been received from the 
Wellcome Trust.  
A member of staff works full time on the India Papers and 
has been closely involved with the tendering exercise and 
the digitisation project, and has actively generated a lot of 
interest, and would be very willing to speak to ELISA on 
these aspects.  The University of Dundee medical school 
as a result has now added a module on tropical diseases, 
and the India Papers will assist students in their research.
Jan Usher was invited to the Calcutta book fair a couple 
of years ago, as part of her involvement with the India 
Papers, and was treated like a celebrity, along with 
writers, like Alexander McColl Smith, who also attended  
Whilst there Jan spoke to the director of National Library 
of India about preservation issues and was able to 
establish a good rapport and liaison as the NLS’ 
preservation officer is very keen to preserve Indian 
material.  In association with NLS, Hardinge-Simpole 
have published a facsimile reprint of 'The Indian Hemp 
Drugs Commission report 1893-94'. It is the most 
comprehensive study on the effects of cannabis use ever 
undertaken and includes rare photographs of cannabis 
cultivation, production and consumption.  
Read more about this fascinating report  on the NLS 
Official Publications blog. 
The blog also has a Twitter feed to make it more 
interactive.
Official publications are also being used as an 
educational tool for teenagers and school pupils.  SCRAN 
– http://www.scran.ac.uk have approached NLS as they 
want material to do a project on diseases which would 
appeal to the teenage market.  The League of Nations 
material, currently in ring binders is to be integrated onto 
the main catalogue and is covered in the Standard Grade 
curriculum, and this has been published on the NLS 
official publications blog.  
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Exhibitions are an excellent way of promoting collections 
and NLS ran one on the Scots and India a while back 
which generated considerable interest.  However, it costs 
about £70,00 to mount an exhibition and the budget, 
which was initially cut back by 50%, has now been cut 
completely!  However, staff mount their own temporary 
displays in exhibition cases at both the George IV Bridge 
and Causewayside buildings.
The NLS in-house quarterly magazine, Discover NLS, is 
another promotion tool and OPU staff produce articles on 
a regular basis.  As a result of one of the articles an 
approach was made from the organiser of the World 
Congress on Epidemiology, which is being held in 
Edinburgh in 2011, to access the official publications 
collection.
NLS roadshows are another way in which the library is 
reaching out and marketing its collections and services, 
on a Scotland-wide basis, and these have already been 
held in Inverness, Aberdeen and Perth.  These have been 
fairly successful but are costly to arrange, involving travel 
and subsistence for staff, and transfer of items to promote 
the collections, for example, maps of Culloden, and items 
from the official publications collection.
Fiona is on the ELISA Access group and is responsible 
for producing the Edinburgh Libraries Guide, which she 
thinks it very important is as a means of promoting 
Edinburgh library and information services. This is now 
moving from the ELISA website to ‘Your Edinburgh’, as 
part of Edinburgh libraries’  TALIS system.  The new 
format will give basic contact details of over 140 library 
services, brief descriptions & information about holdings, 
and links to the library websites.  Information about 
disabled access will be included, links to Flick and Twitter, 
and the target date for completion is 30th September 
2010.
As Chairperson of SWOP, the Scottish Working Group on 
Official Publications, Fiona said that this is another 
excellent means of networking with others such as 
librarians, publishers, booksellers, or those in the legal 
profession, and in promoting knowledge and 
dissemination of,  good practice, and access to official 
publications. 
A member from SPICe, (Scottish Parliamentary 
Information Centre) is shortly coming to spend a week 
working in NLS official publications, and in exchange an 
NLS staff member will work a week in SPICe, so this is 
another excellent way of spreading information, 
knowledge, and experience of official publications.
Fiona then rounded up the afternoon with a very 
comprehensive tour of the open plan areas of the Official 
Publications unit where we could staff working, and then 
the closed access areas with racks upon racks of mobile 
shelving with acid free boxes, all neatly boxed and tightly 
packed.  It was interesting too to see the ceiling sprinkler 
system which the first one introduced into a library in 
Scotland.  There was also time to go to the top floor and 
see the wonderful views of Arthur’s  Seat and the 
surrounding area, from the open air terrace, and the staff 
lounge with a stone carving from the former Middlemas 
biscuit factory, which used to occupy the site.  Finally we 
descended to the ground floor and got the opportunity to 

see the new location of the Map Library with an entrance 
from Causewayside, which is very spacious and has 
made access much easier for users.   Thank you so much 
Fiona, for a very interesting and enjoyable afternoon into 
the world of official publications and beyond!

Paulette M Hill
Library & Records Manager, Historic Scotland

View from the West

Oh, the life of a school Librarian. 
Where does it say in my job spec 
that I’m supposed to be an agony 
aunt (or uncle), teenage angst 
councillor, boxing referee, mentor 
to NQT’s, computer boffin, 
walking dictionary, first aid 
monitor, unofficial travel and 

hospitality guide, negotiator to UN standard, web 
designer, arbiter of football disputes AND overseer of 
delinquent pupils whom no-one else wants? Yes, all these 
are hats I’ve worn over the last month. Sometimes 
concurrently. Multi-tasking? I should have been a 
woman….I did feel proud of myself yesterday, though –
the internet was down so S4 pupils couldn’t just Google 
everything. Disaster! How was this pupil going to find out 
any information about her chosen subject – the 1970’s / 
80’s group Queen? Well of course, if you want to know, 
ask your local Librarian. Not only was I able to enlighten 
her as to who the ‘other’ three members of the group 
were, I could name albums, tours, singles, describe art 
designs and costumes, even what some of them studied 
at University. My pièce de résistance, however, was me 
telling the story of the first (but by no means the last) time 
I saw them live – whilst Bohemian Rhapsody was at No. 
1. Apparently I am now officially “cool”…
Isn’t it amazing how quickly they grow up these days? 
Those lovely, angelic, eager to please S1 pupils from 6 
weeks ago – now look at them. Suspensions, stramashs, 
tantrums, food fights – yes, you’ve guessed it, the staff 
room is rebelling over “re-allocation” of certain S1 pupils 
to classes “more suited to their temperaments”. 
The impending release of the Scotland Excel approved 
supplier list to School Libraries makes interesting reading. 
As far as can be ascertained, 10 of the fourteen applicant 
suppliers have been successful. Was it really worth all the 
pain and anguish? Only time will tell….

I’m sure we’ve all heard the stories of Tony Blair’s 
memoirs being ‘moved’ to sections such as crime, fiction, 
humour etc in our local bookshops. I think someone’s 
been taking this a bit far in my library, however – all my Dr 
Who books have suddenly transported themselves into 
the medical section of non-fiction. I have my 
suspicions…….

Literally yours
Lomax Allwood

School Librarian


